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• Top-ranked words are highly representative of the aspects or
facilities listed on the restaurant page.

• Use of personal pronouns (e.g., I, we, they, etc.), describing
personal experiences, contributes to the helpfulness prediction.

• Provides useful and informative feedback to potential customers
• Contains specific details about the product or service
• Usually includes both positive and negative aspects 
• Helpful review may include suggestions for improvement

• User reviews may contain spam, excessive appraisal, or
unexpected biases.

• Multiple factors that affect the quality of a review. These factors
are not usually explicit in the review text 1) Reviewers’ life
experience 2) Educational background 3) Motive for writing
the review

• Customers usually have limited patience for reading reviews –
most customers read less than 10 reviews before making a
purchase decision.

• Large volume of reviews and their unpredictable quality and the
limited customer patience demand better review utilization
strategies.

A supervised machine learning task where the input contains
information about the reviews (R) and the reviewers (U).

We extract Top K (where K = 5) n-grams from each class of reviews
to identify the most relevant keywords or topics in reviews to
assess what aspects are most talked about the items.
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Limitations & Future Work
• How to incorporate personal preferences to model the

demographics and cultural differences for this task.
• We aim to extend this work to support more languages and

code-switched reviews when the reviewers alternate between
two or more languages in a single review.

• S = Review Sentence
• t = Review time
• n = # review posted
• m = # helpful votes received

We formulate the task where we seek to find a model 𝑓 that
minimizes the loss function.

We encode the review sentences using BERT.

We also integrate reviewer expertise and temporal 
information of the reviews.

Integrating Reviewer Expertise and Time

Expertise
• Reviewers who post more reviews and earn more helpful votes

are likely to be better reviewers.
• Such users may have been to more hotels and restaurants

across the globe and have a better basis for comparison.

Temporal Information
• Older reviews are more likely to accumulate more helpfulness

votes than newer reviews but are not necessarily the most
relevant describing the current conditions (e.g., new COVID
restrictions).

• One-time problems such as broken bathrooms and dirty pool
area are likely to be addressed and to be less relevant.

Reviewer expertise is the mean number of helpful votes received
per review.

𝑡𝑑 be the relative age of a review in days, for example, as of the
day the reviews are scraped.

Both the review age and the reviewer expertise are normalized to 
a fixed range [𝑎, 𝑏]

Importance of Helpful Reviews

• Help customers make quick purchase decisions 
• Benefit the merchants in their sales

Review a has accumulated more helpful votes but is posted almost
two years before Review b; on the other hand, Review b (a.k.a.,
cold-start review) contains time-sensitive information, describing the
current conditions and Review c is likely a spam review.

Contributions
• We introduce a new dataset with both review text and reviewer’s

history, to highlight the importance of integrating the two
sources for review helpfulness.

• We propose a Review Helpfulness Prediction (RHP) model
incorporating the reviewer’s expertise and temporal
information, especially for unreliable and cold-start reviews.

Assumptions

• People who post more reviews and earn more helpful votes are
more likely to be better reviewers.

• Trustworthy reviewers are less likely to be posting fake or
biased reviews, and their reviews are more likely to earn more
helpful votes; otherwise, they will be ruining their reputation.

• Those who have been to more hotels or restaurants across
different cities have a better basis for comparison and writing
critical reviews.
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